The sensitivity of the torsional pendulum demonstrates the self-shape-memory effect in different types of spider draglines. Here we report the time-resolved noncovalent bonds recovery in the protein structure. The torsional dynamics of such multilevel structure governed by reversible interactions are described in the frame of a nested model. Measurement of three different relaxation times confirms the existence of three energy storage levels in such two protein spidroin systems. Torsion opens the way to further investigations towards unraveling the tiny torque effects in biological molecules. DOI Silk fibers and spider draglines have attracted much interest because of their unusual mechanical properties including high strength and toughness [1] [2] [3] [4] . Those properties remain even at cryogenic temperatures, making spider silks the perfect threads to hold in place the small targets in inertial confinement laser fusion experiments [5] . The supramolecular structures of spider silk proteins represent a unique system at the intersection of material science, biophysics, and molecular biology. Although much progress has been made towards understanding the underlying principles of their mechanical properties [6] , much remains to be done. Specifically, it appears that an analysis of torsional properties might open a window to new insights [7] . Spider dragline silk is a composite material with a multilevel structure which amino-acid sequences have been optimized over millions of years of biological evolution [8] . They are mainly composed of two proteins organized in oriented small -sheet crystals and less crystalline domains [9] . The ultimate goal in the field of protein based materials has been the ability to duplicate spider draglines properties ''in vitro'' to develop novel biomaterials. In recent years, significant progresses have been made both in isolating spiderlike proteins and in silk spinning [10, 11] with much success in the first field (protein analysis) but little in the second field (protein assembly).
The torsional properties of silk might allow us to bridge the gap between the two approaches. For two centuries, torsion pendulums have been used to measure weak forces between fundamental electrostatic [12] and gravity interactions [13] . Today they are still the most sensitive tools to test the gravitational inverse square law at length scales below 1 mm [14 -16] . One may wonder whether the sensitivity of the torsion pendulum could also permit to explore the dynamics of the relaxation of the amino-acid polymers of the spider draglines. It is the aim of this Letter to explore their torsional properties within the framework of a nested model, taking into account the different levels of complexity of these molecular and supramolecular structures.
First we demonstrate the existence of the torsional selfshape-memory effect in different types of spider draglines, a thread that exhibits a behavior different not only from man-made polymers or crystalline metallic threads but also from the common visco-elastic filaments. Our experimental setup (Fig. 1 ) employed a small plastic or copper rod mimicking the spider weight and suspended from a 10-cmlong sample thread. Great care is taken to isolate the thread from any external perturbations. The ''spider rod'' is then carefully excited to achieve a twist angle of about 50
. The dynamical responses of the different systems are registered via a camera attached to a computer.
The double-strand spider dragline from an Araneus diadematus has a diameter of 3 m, measured with an electron microscope (see inset of Fig. 1 ). Away from its original position, it weakly oscillates [see Fig. 2(a) ] around a pseudo equilibrium position as can be seen in the inset, which is a zoom of the self-relaxation dynamics. During the excitation regime, i.e., up to the red arrow of Fig. 2(a) , one may wonder whether part of the energy has been dissipated within the thread. However, and most intriguingly, the spider thread slowly self-recovers its original For this man-made polymer, the response was elastic. This is the typical weakly damped, torsional pendulum oscillating behavior. The rather soft 50 m-diameter metallic copper thread had a much ''improved'' torsional stability as, twisted from its original rest position, the rod barely oscillated around a new-deformed -equilibrium position [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Thus, the copper thread, unlike the Kelvar thread, showed low resilience linked to high-energy dissipation. Hence this thread becomes hard and inelastic since the deformation is due to the appearance of microscopic incoherent dislocations, i.e., imperfections in the crystal. Such dislocations are stuck by the impurities in the crystal structure and interfere with one another as described in the Bragg-Nye crystal model [17] . The copper thread has been work hardened and cannot be easily untwist again. Actually, copper is known to become brittle after a few uses [18] . Its mechanical properties lead to a high torsional stability but at the cost of the thread losing its original softness properties. Moreover, the twist deformations are irreversible even if the temperature is raised. Neither the oscillating Kevlar thread nor the nonoscillating copper thread matches the functional response of the spider thread.
This torsional behavior is also different from that of common visco-elastic threads. For pulsed excitation, a commercially available rubber resin adhesive system (RRAS) exhibits a quasielastic response [ Fig. 3(a) ]. However, if we apply a constant excitation for a 20 s period, the system relaxes towards a new equilibrium position but never recovers its initial position. In this case, the viscoelastic creep is the main mechanism and the inset shows the only partial exponential creep recovery that we analyze below. None of these regimes are suited for the spider which needs a tough thread which hardly twists and that slowly recovers its initial position if spuriously excited. Such a mechanical response might serve to protect the spider from visually hunting predators. In its behavior, the spider dragline can be compared with a man-made shape-memory nickel-titanium (nitinol) alloy thread widely used in industry [19] . Like the spider dragline thread, once excited, the nitinol thread weakly oscillated around a new equilibrium position that is different from its original one [ Fig. 3(b) ]. This behavior resembles that of the copper thread but, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , when heated with an external stimulus, the nitinol thread recovered its original shape. The mechanisms underlying the equilibrium positions differ between the ductile copper and the shape-memory nitinol threads. There are no spurious dislocations in nitinol, allowing several twists without the thread breaking. Its properties are due to a diffusionless coherent martensitic nucleation [20, 21] leading to the de-∆ FIG. 3 (color) . Experimental torsional relaxation dynamics of (a) a RRAS both in pulsed excitation regime and in constant excitation regime, (b) a 100 m-diameter shape-memory nitinol alloy thread (Dynalloy, Inc.). To relax to its original shape, the alloy needs to be heated to 90 C. 167402-2 formation of the crystal structure with low energy dissipation. However, whereas the recovery of shape and position is a self-reform mechanism in the case of the spider dragline, the reversibility of the nitinol deformation requires exposure to an external stimulus (such as heating to 90 C). Recently, in a pioneering experiment, shape memory has been discovered in polymers containing cinnamic groups [22] when exposed to light at a given wavelength. It appears that in the spider dragline threads, selection against twisting has led to the evolution of a self-shape-memory material.
FIG. 2 (color)
We interpret the self-repair in spider's silk filament to be based on reformations of noncovalent bonds that mainly include hydrogen bonds [23] and van der Waals interactions. These would occur at different levels of the complex multilevel structure [24 -26] of a dragline silk. The socalled secondary structure, for instance, a helix, represents the conformation of the primary amino-acid sequences. All domains in the dragline silk have a preferred secondary structure and are strongly oriented with the chains parallel to the fiber. The majority of the alanine residues are incorporated in regular sheets that form the microcrystalline domains and that also include part of the glycine residues. The remaining glycine rich part forms the surrounding helical structures in a less crystalline matrix [9] . These secondary structures are mainly maintained by rather strong and highly directional hydrogen bonds. Structures in silk, beyond the secondary structure, include a larger tertiary structure with different folding patterns in the presence of hydrogen and van der Waals bonds (see inset of Fig. 4) . A quaternary fibrillar organization in the silk includes the two main proteins organized supramolecular helices and sheet where van der Waals interactions are ubiquitous.
Such multilevel structures could help us to model the torsion and the relaxation of the spider dragline in the frame of a nested model. Let us consider a small portion of a spider dragline. The portion length could be of the order of the typical size of an amino-acid sequence, i.e., of the order of 10 nm. When a global torque is applied to the thread, every portion is submitted to a small torque ÿ. The relaxation of the thread behaves in an exponential fashion [ Fig. 2(a) ], which suggests that the applied torque varies exponentially with the twist angle on each portion in the following form:
where 0 is a constant. Each section of the dragline thread, whose diameter is of the order of 3 m, contains several juxtapositions of quaternary structures. Depending on the torque, the twist could be decomposed in two parts ÿ 4 ÿ n<4 ÿ. 4 ÿ accounts for the twist due to the modification of the bonds within the quaternary structure itself whereas n<4 ÿ accounts for the twist angle variation due to the inner lower structures. Let us denote n 3 the number of tertiary structure within one quaternary structure. Every twist in the tertiary structure can be again decomposed in one part 3 ÿ accounting for the modification of the bonds within the tertiary structure and an other part n<3 ÿ accounting for the twist angle variation due to the rotation of the lower structures. Then one must have n<4 ÿn 3 3 ÿ n<3 ÿ, where n<3 ÿ can also be decomposed. One finally gets:
Such an expression describes the steady state solution of the torsional differential equation for the twist angle. This holds for a given torque for a section of the spider thread in the frame of the nested model. It can be summed to obtain the total angle variation.
Besides, in the case of torsion thanks to gravity, the spider itself can give access to the dynamics of the relaxation during the self-recovery period. Depending on the level of the structure, the relaxation time constants should be different, the higher structure having the largest time constant. Thus the relaxation of the spider dragline, which is the solution of the free torsional equation, should read: t 2 expÿt= 2 3 expÿt= 3 4 expÿt= 4 ; diadematus dragline, the sensitivity of the torsion pendulum gives a direct experimental access to three different time constants as can be seen on the logarithmic scale relaxation dynamics of Fig. 4(b) . The theoretical adjustment from Eq. (3) leads to 2 1 min 10 s 5s , 3 9 min 30 s 30 s, and 4 62 min4 min in the spiderlike regime. The almost 1 order of magnitude observed between the three relaxation times can be justified by the increasing dimensions associated with each level of the whole structure and the relative values of the different interactions. Although the diameter of the Nephila madagascarensis thread is 2 times larger than that of the Araneus spider, we observe also three time constants ( 2 2 min 10 s, 3 15 min 50 s, and 4 85 min) with similar ratios for a ''spider rod'' of 0.5 g. Note that such three time constant response in draglines is typical of these two fibroin systems. We have checked that similar relaxations are observed in a single strand thread as well as in two and four assembled threads. This is qualitatively different from that of a visco-elastic thread which is associated with the creep recovery and can be described as: t 0 expÿt= cr , where cr is the creep torsional relaxation time of the visco-elastic material and 0 is a constant. The typical experimental response for the RRAS thread shown in Fig. 4(a) gives a value cr 1 min 15 s in our experimental conditions. The agreement between the expected form of the responses of the silk and the observed spider dragline relaxation behavior reinforce the proposed nested model in torsion. To the best of our knowledge, this approach leads to the first observation of the torsional relaxation constants of the coherent deformations of fibroin type proteins mediated by the breaking and reform of noncovalent bonds.
Clearly, beyond their outstanding tensile, strength, and toughness qualities, spider safety draglines present us with unrivalled torsional qualities, based largely on the selfreform shape memory of the thread structure within the framework of a nested model. Besides, torsion is a powerful tool to directly isolate the fibroin type protein relaxation times. Since it has been suggested that the spider silk could be a valuable model system for exploring fibrogenesis, prions, and other insoluble related proteins [27, 28] , one may guess that the torsion pendulum might be a welladapted tool for investigating such domains. Such studies might also, in time, allow us to unravel the torsional dynamics of the friction and the tiny torque effects in other biological molecules.
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